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Rainxiety

Will it rain?
When will it rain?

Is that thunder?
Is that rain now?
No wait, is that rain now?

OH GREAT IT’S RAINING!

Is it raining hard enough?
How long will this rain go on for?
Is it raining harder somewhere 
else?
Does this rain support the 
scientific consensus on climate 
change?
Is everybody getting this rain?
I feel guilty about getting this 
rain.

Does this rain hitting  this tin roof 
sound right?
Like rain on a tin roof should?
Is this weird rain?

What is the best song about 
rain?
Is that a shit song?
If I write a story, and something 
bad happens when it’s raining 
or not just bad but even just 
significant or portentous does 
that make me a terrible writer?
Can I ever mention the rain in my 
writing?
Is all writing about the weather 
terrible?

I can only remember the opening 
verse and chorus to Rain Drops 
Keep Falling on my Head.

How much rain is enough to stop 
the bushfires?
How much rain will foul our 
drinking supplies with ash from 
the bushfires?
How much rain do you need to 
cause a landslide?
A flood?

Is this rain easing up?

What does the BOM app say 
about this rain?
Does everyone struggle to 
understand the chance of  rain 
percentages?

Is this rain going to stop now?
Is it still raining?
Was that enough rain?
How much rain did we get?
Is that enough rain?

If I go into town and mention 
the rain, will the person I am 
speaking to have had no rain?
Will they be a climate change 
denier and use this rain to  tell 
me everything’s a cycle?
When will it rain again?
Will it rain again?

First Things
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The Gentle Art of Spiritual Death 
Cleaning or ‘What Would Jesus 
Chuck?’
By Lynnette Lounsbury

My mother is downsizing and by downsizing, I mean she is moving 
from her six bedroom Ikea Temple into a tidy little three bedroom 
place that still makes my Sydney  terrace look like I built it from straw, 
sticks and spit. She is giving me bags of the pieces of my life she 
has collected over the years. They are in neatly labelled never-to-
biodegrade bags and I take them smilingly and put them in a box on 
the balcony, never to be considered again. Except this one bag. This 
bag is labelled: special.

The contents are spartan compared to the bag labelled school 
reports or the bag labelled sports awards (I was once a warrior). I 
empty it and find seven smaller ziplock bags – also the type to survive 
time, oceans and the stomach juices of marine life. 

There is rage. It is a wild voiceless rage. Also there is 
amusement. And humiliating embarrassment. And loneliness. These 
are things from a time when I was not my own. When I did could not 
find myself in my own life. These are my stigmata. 

The bag of honour
The first bag has my Pathfinder (Scouts for religious folk who 

weren’t allowed to do Scouts) sash; a dark green collection of small 
circular badges inexpertly sewn askew and declaring my knowledge 
of such useful life skills as glass painting, cake decorating (not that 
long ago girls were girls), ‘finding funghi’ (not those funghi), first aid, 
bicycle maintenance, laundry (I told you, girls were fucking “girls”- the 
boys made rockets), long distance swimming, small mammals, ferns. 
I remember the woman who taught glass painting. Her husband used 
to make us sit on his lap. He went to jail a few years later. It was “lap-
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sitting” related. There is a loose badge in the bag. Not yet, and now 
never to be, attached. It has a needle and thread embroidered on it in 
nipple-pink thread. The “sewing” badge. 

The bag of insurrection
A cassette tape labelled “Jesus Freak”. I remember buying 

this. It is Christian Rock music. I had bought it in antagonistic 
defiance because I was not allowed to buy non-Christian music of 
any genre. I can’t remember any of the songs which is odd, given 
my unparalleled ability to remember the lyrics of other 90s music. I 
don’t even own a tape deck now. I open the case, which falls apart 
in my hand, pieces of plastic exhausted by evangelism. And then I 
remember. Inside the case is The Cranberries Everybody else is doing 
it album, switched out in the store before I bought it. Ask me a lyric. 
Just fucking ask me. 

The bag of fictive excellence
An old exercise book, covered with red-tinted, much bubbled, 

plastic. It says “Year 8 Bible Class”. I prepare to frisbee it towards 
the recycling bin, but hesitate and open it. It is 48 pages of Star Wars 
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prequel fanfiction that I do not remember writing. It is good stuff. It is 
better than I could imagine now, certainly better than George Lucas 
imagined. It deserves and receives a place amongst the literary fiction 
on my bookshelf. 

The bag paid in blood
We had an option in Year 8. We could go to Math class 

with our rage-filled shouty assistant principal. Or we could go to 
Baptismal classes, with the hot young chaplain who bought us pizza. 
I chose poorly and so in this bag was my baptismal certificate, water 
damaged because I accidently sat on it after I had been plunged 
into the cold water of the Tweed River down the back of our school. 
I stood on an eel during a practice run for this event, waiting in the 
mud to be dunked by the chaplain. It bit the bottom of my foot with 
its rows of tiny teeth and it bled like a war wound. It got infected and 
I had to take antibiotics for two weeks. I ended up being baptised in 
my own blood, and it changed nothing - I’d still sell my soul for pizza. 

The bag of abstinence
It looks like a licence. A small card that promises everything, 

but without the 13 points of grace that my driver’s licence offers me. 
On it, I have signed my name. In flourishing cursive that tries hard to 
look like an adult signature. The date reminds me that I was thirteen. 
I promise to respect myself and others enough to say no to alcohol, 
drugs and sex before or outside of marriage. We signed these in 
Bible class. At least, most of us did. Will changed his to say that he 
promised to say “yes”. Darren licked his and stuck it to the window 
and even when the cleaners peeled it off the words stayed there for 
months, backwards and incomplete. Sarah argued with our teacher 
that she shouldn’t be forced to sign the card and she ended up with 
two weeks of compulsory counselling with the chaplain. I didn’t want 
to sign it. I signed it. I want to rip it up now, this little brown card with 
peeling laminate that makes me dislike my thirteen year old self. I 
should dislike the person who created it. Who printed it. Who forced 
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their students to sign away their sexuality to pass a class. But I dislike 
myself instead. Have disliked that thirteen year old self for years. I 
look closely to see if it resembles my current signature and I see it. I 
have spelled both of my names incorrectly. Signing away absolutely 
nothing. 

I don’t know what to do with the stigmata. I hated that time 
- the time of somebody else’s truth. But I have remember it wrong. 
Remembered myself falsely. I like her, this quiet revolutionary, eating 
her pizza and ignoring her sewing badge. She knows all the lyrics to 
Zombie and she promised only that there was never any need for Jar 
Jar Binks. I keep them. In a box underneath my bed, like the nudes in 
the vault underneath the Vatican.
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Low Fidelity
Jennifer Wortman

Because I want what I have, I can’t have what I want. I want. The 

tongue retracts but sucks those words day-long. What I can’t say or 

swallow down. If I said it, I could swallow you. Why this hunger? My 

man feeds me well. He feeds me a well and I’m ink: I trace you. I say 

it’s to place you. But can you feel my silence, panting at your neck? 

Can you hear my silence breaking, shards on the falling floor? My 

silence in your mouth: taste it. What do you say?

Walker Percy
Jennifer Wortman

His grandfather committed suicide. His father committed suicide. His 

mother drove off a bridge, a presumed suicide. He championed the 

publication of A Confederacy of Dunces, ten years after its author 

committed suicide. In The Moviegoer, his best-known novel, the 

protagonist is comforted by the thought of suicide. He knows he can 

kill himself and thus doesn’t want to: he is free. Percy died of cancer, 

at seventy-three.
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Mexico City Encanto
Madeleine Belfrage 

Sunday afternoon. To see it now you wouldn’t have thought that this 
city has 20 million people in it. The midweek hustle and heaving of 
all those bodies crammed into only 1,485 square kilometers turns 
into Sunday afternoon strolls, the waft of football commentary from 
apartment windows.

I walk to the metro in gym pants and a sweaty old t-shirt crusty 
under the arm pits. I cross a five-lane avenue with only three cars 
on it. A push bike comes out of nowhere. He circles me like a shark, 
close, so I can smell his greasy breath. I grip my mobile phone tight; 
gym pants don’t have pockets. Sometimes they have knives these 
guys, but he keeps both hands on the handlebars. Te voy chupar el 
ano, he whispers in my ear, slipping past close enough on his bike so 
his arm grazes mine.

I am going to suck your anus.

Later I think I should have thrown something at him or spat in 
his face. I have a friend who while walking her dog one day stepped 
into the street only to be cut off by two guys in a pickup. Mamacita 
they cooed. She spat her chewing gum into their rolled down window. 
Not much, but enough to make them recoil and speed away.

I am going to suck your anus.

Once, I made the mistake of not riding in the women only 
carriage of the metro. I was with a friend, he was male. I didn’t give 
it two thoughts. It was peak hour; the metro gets so packed at peak 
hour you can’t breathe. There, in the underground hot flushes of 
bodies pressed together, with just two stations to go, I felt it press into 
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my leg. Half erect, like a mole seeking out its mound in the dark.

I am going to suck your anus.

He circles back, his tongue flicking. I imagine it forked. When 
I don’t look at him, he hisses at me as you would a cat. Then off he 
wobbles along the avenue. The couple at the taco stand who saw the 
whole thing don’t say a word.
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Jo (an excerpt from the novel, Shale)
By Jarrah Dundler

Here comes Wren. The Little Man.
 You watch him as you water the roses, slinking off the dirt road 
and unlatching the front gate. The fucked front gate that is. All bent 
and buckled from when Danny, the Big Man, the Little Man’s father, 
rammed his out-of-rego Falcon into it on his way out of your lives for 
(god-could-only-hope) good. Didn’t actually see him ram the gate 
or make the rest of the mess, the mess in the house that is. Were 
laying low. You and Wren (just six years old then) and Myna (just a 
bub, a chubby-wubby-cherub) in a tent by the creek at Sharon and 
Tam’s. Found the mess when you went back to the house. You and 
the kids found it. Shoulda scoped it out yerself first though, Jo. Kids 
didn’t need to see all that now did they? Lounge room; fist sized hole 
in the wall, TV on the floor, couch upside down, fabric slashed and 
timber smashed, its insides spilling like a cut gut. Kitchen; broken 
glass and pieces of plates sticking to the bottom of your sandals, 
chairs busted to bits, dining table upturned with a leg snapped clean 
off and nowhere to be seen. And the bedroom? Oh, real bloody nice, 
Danny. Dresser drawers reefed out, clothes strewn about, the fetid 
stink of week-old piss, of his piss (cause ya knew that smell well 
enough) coming from your pillow. And oh, look – there’s the table leg! 
Sticking out of the wall (thrown like a spear, or maybe stabbed like a 
knife?) at the spot, the exact spot, where your head would sit, your 
pillow behind it, as you’d leaf through a magazine or read a book. 
Probably pictured your head when he speared or stabbed, cause 
Christ-almighty, Jo; that was one thing that got him real fired up now 
didn’t it? Have a fucken go at me for not workin’ while you lay round 
readin all fucken day! Why don’t you get up and fucken do something 
woman? HEY? Well, you did. You finally did, didn’t you, Jo? Called 
Sargent Anderson. Told him you wanted to come to the station and 
make a statement, that you had some info on the botched bike shop 
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job over in C’sina that left a seccy guard in a coma. Left a note for the 
Big Man notifying him of the call and your intention on making that 
statement if he didn’t fuck off for good. Surprised the mess wasn’t 
worse actually. Surprised he didn’t burn the whole fucken house 
down. Well, not altogether – the useless prick had probably lost his 
lighter again. 
 The gate clangs shut. And here he comes, the Little Man, 
down the long straight driveway. Don’t look up now, Jo. Eyes down. 
Don’t want to look like you’ve been out the front waiting. Look at 
the hose instead. No nozzle, black and sun-hardened. Just the right 
amount of pressure from the tap that the water spills in a perfectly 
tubular arch. Quite a sight. Been watching it in the morning light; 
twinkling and shimmering and landing in the dirt at the bottom of 
the rose bush, plipping and plopping cause there’s a bit of a puddle 
down there now cause, yes, you have been out here waiting now 
haven’t you, Jo? Watering all the plants in the garden for longer than 
they need. Doesn’t matter though does it? Plants aren’t stupid. They 
know when they’ve had their fill. Not like some. Like father like son.
  Eyes drift back up from the hose. Back up to Wren. Fifty 
metres away now passing under the patchy shade of the lone gum 
which sits at the edge of Pete’s paddock, the gum the cows shelter 
under on those sweltering plus-thirty days. Could almost be him, 
Wren could. The Big Man, that is. Shorter than Danny, who never 
got too tall himself, still a good half a foot shorter, but somehow 
looks bigger than he is. Dark hair. Wavy with some curls (that’s the 
Mediterranean in him). And the eyes. Can’t see em from way back 
here but know em all too well. A dark dark brown, so dark you can 
hardly see the pupil in em. Squinty too. Makes em harder to read 
than most. Same walking styles too. Most days it’s a walk where the 
shoulders bounce forward with each step, punching the air. Tough-
man walk. They had a good name for it in that book you read set 
in New York. What was it? The pimp roll? The gangsta shuffle? A 
walk like he’s rip-roaring-ready for a fight and if someone doesn’t 
bring one to him then he’ll bring one to them. Fucken want a fucken 
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go do ya, cunt? Most days it’s that walk. Not this morning though. 
This morning, well, cause he’s been hanging round with Seb for the 
whole weekend drinking this and popping that and smoking this, 
it’s the morning after walk. The look-what-the-cat-dragged-in walk. 
Ha! Yep, spitting bloody image of the Big Man alright. Shoulders 
slumped. Feet dragging. Head hung low. Yep, just like Danny’s walk 
every second Monday after payday when he’d drag himself in after 
his four-day bender in town. Start at the Exchange. Move on to the 
Commercial. Then to someone’s house – the Goori mob past the old 
homestead, or down at Troy and Smithy’s, the shit-heap on stilts by 
the river. Or the park by the pool. Or the one behind the train station. 
Well, wherever anyone else was drinking really. Or not. Cause that 
didn’t stop old Danny now did it? No, no, no. If there was no one else 
still going then he’d just make it a party for one. Find a quiet bench, 
keep going til every last single cent of his pay was gone. Then, you 
with your pay had to somehow manage to do the shopping to make 
sure there was something on the table for the kids every night and 
in Wren’s lunchbox every day and enough petty in the car to get into 
town in a fortnights’ time to do it all again.
 Enough of that now, Jo. Get yer mind off it. Was peaceful 
before, mind almost quiet just watching that glistening arch of water 
fall. Forgot about the Little Man for a bit, the stone-in-the-gut fear that 
you’d woken with at 5am. The feeling that something had happened. 
Mind swimming with scenarios. Seb’s Camry wrapped around a 
tree. Fight in the park, Wren’s head kicked in. A&E, OD. A&E, crazy. 
Worried that he wouldn’t come back at all, but at the same time just 
as worried about how he’d be when he did. But, enough. Enough 
now, Jo. Focus on the now. On what you’re doing. Look down. Watch 
that water shimmer and the perfect stream and listen to it land, Jo. 
Listen to it land, plipplopplipplopplipplopplipplop, and watch, Jo, 
watch the water splash back up from the muddy puddle and coat the 
thorny stem.
 Oh, but he’s close now, the Little Man. Can sense him there. 
Should you turn off the hose? Duck onto the front deck and inside 
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before he comes, not even acknowledge him? Ah, but that’ll be 
saying you were worried, that you’re angry, and on top of that, 
scared. Nah, don’t give him the satisfaction. Stay where you are, Jo. 
Stay where you are.
 So close. Can sense him. Hear his steps. Look back up. He’s 
sticking a fag between his lips, lighting it. Cause that’ll do him some 
good. Jeez! Lungs that sound emphysemic and he’s only sixteen. At 
least three years on the bong. But, Jo, ya can’t give him too much 
strife about that now, can ya? Always blamed Seb’s dad Wayne for 
being too lax, but you know, Jo, you know for sure that it was from 
your stash he pinched his first bud.
 ‘Bout ten metres away now. Keep that head down, Jo. Nope, 
not gonna give him the light of day. Go on then, show him yer cross. 
Tell him that you are. Ah, come on now, Jo. What can ya say? Pull yer 
head in? Stop skipping school? Keep on like this and I’ll boot ya out? 
What good’d that do? He’d just go over and live with Seb, be brought 
up by old Wayno who thinks it’s all well and good to let the boys do 
what they want, smoke and choof and drink and carry on like little 
fucken animals. 
 Look back up. Coming off the driveway and onto the grass 
now. Getting a bit of his tough-man-gangsta-roll back on. Maybe 
trying to show that he’s alright. Trying to make out that his night 
wasn’t so big. That he’s not getting into the big boy stuff with his 
mates. The Chemis. Found a pill with a car symbol on it in his short 
pockets just last week. Didn’t say nothing but. Too scared. You 
should though, Jo. Go on then. Tell him what you found and how you 
know what he’s up to and how yer not fucken stupid and ya weren’t 
born yesterday. 
 He looks up, peeping from under his cap. Yep, more and more 
like him. Dark squinty eyes. Pointy, larger-than-average, schnoz. Still 
working on his facial hair, going for that scraggly moustache-goatee 
combo that Danny used to sport. 
 You turn your body to him, hose still pointed at the soaking 
earth plipplopplipplopplipplopplipplopplipplop, and look him in the eye.
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He flashes a smile. That same sly smile, that Danny-the-Big-
Man smile, that says yeah, I’ve been getting up to no good, but what 
are you gonna do about it? 

Something this time. Something. 
 Plipplopplipplopplipplopplipplopplippplopplipplopplipplopplipplop 

Hold your thumb over the hose end. Turn it into a jet-spray. 
Cccccccccccccccchhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh 
Then raise it, quick. Gunslinger quick. 
Gets him in right in the face; drenching his fag and sending his 

head rearing back so hard his cap flies off. 
Wipes his smile, his Little-fucken-Big Man smile, right off that 

face of his, too. 
And fuck it feels good, hey Jo. Fuck it feels good.



Great divide
Barnaby Smith

on the verandah last  but enough with creatures:

night when a slug crawled 

up my wineglass we the lowlands glazed liquor brown,

were squirming gracefully in the half-truths of local history

the realm of judgemental words murmuring each AM

on a particularly cruel evening 

to kangaroos making cacophonous love  frown embedded getting

yards away used to pockets of upturned

 earth as tombs, that range

mosquito bite on my eyelid cultishly along the high roads

brings softness

porous

an uprooted stem kissing us all

 for tomorrow’s solace, a rest

 on haunches by the fence at dusk

 wondering if there were reeds

 in the dam when you moved here
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The Dorrigo Journey: 
Gondwanaland Reunion 
Performance at Dorrigo Folk and 
Bluegrass Festival 25-26th Oct 
2008
Dusk Dundler 

That morning the sun hit the corner park across from Charlie’s flat 
like torchlight on a map. The man himself rested against the lean of 
his doorway and as I pulled up motioned, with a subtle hand gesture, 
for me to back into the space he had kept free. Charlie was the kind 
of man who could stand up and look like he was sitting at the same 
time. He knew I was interested in his life, so I’d guessed he invited 
me to open some more perspective -practically. We were to be 
traveling with his musical other half -Pete, who now appeared from 
the Rozelle garden flat, seeming to shrink through the doorway until 
he fully extended his lanky self to shake my hand. Well, they sure 
looked ready for the little folk festival, where they were to be the extra 
special guests.

I remembered from the tone of Charlie’s invite that it would pay to 
make myself useful, so I got to and packed their gear into the back of 
my 4wd. Amps and keyboards tucked between bags leaving Charlie’s 
didjeridoo’s balancing above. They had fresh food and I had supplies. 
Only thing was I couldn’t have been fucked filling up any water 
containers. Charlie looked at me funny, then filled up a bottle from his 
tap.

As the Harbour Bridge blew behind us, I opened my mouth.
“You don’t have to pay to get outta Sydney. That’s what I like.”
My head was reeling. With the diesel engine whirring, with this 
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simple sound of motion propelling I had found an old identity. I was the 
driver again.

“How long till Kempsey, you reckon?” Charlie asked.
And I could think of nothing else to say but, “Around dark.”
My mind was drawing up blanks. But at least my mobile was 

turned off. That was a sweet feeling. 
“Good job,” said Pete, “Gondwanaland will play again.”
“I just hope I don’t run into any of my past lover’s boyfriends,” 

he added. 
“They’re still gunning for ya, Pete?” Charlie asked.
“Of course,” he said, “Wouldn’t you be?”

It had been a while since Pete had done a gig and it seemed the glory 
days of twenty years ago were coming to the fore, like when they 
played to over twenty thousand people at the Bicentennial. But I was 
on another plane to this man I had never met before. And, in-essence 
as I let them know, I was going into the experience blind. I was really 
their Roadie. The ring-in.

“Yeah, any chance to get outta Sydney,” I said.
They began questioning me. Charlie dropped some technical 

terms, but I just nodded absently.
“I’m sure I’ll pick it up,” I said eventually.
“He should do alright,” Pete said nudging Charlie.
“Well, he’s gonna be our Techie too, mate,” Charlie finished. 

And they didn’t have to ask if I was ready. I was interested in learning 
the job they had waiting for me. But I couldn’t think about that too 
much now. I wanted the hum of my stereo to launch our exit from 
the city. Or I wanted just to hear them talk. The energy it had already 
taken to get myself here had wrung me out like an old sponge. I also 
felt I could easily pass the entire journey in silence. 

The traffic became a fragmented stream leading to the 
beginning of the Pacific Highway. The two musicians sat in my car 
just as settled as if they were back at Charlie’s place. Just as they 
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would be wherever they landed.
Charlie reached over and picked up the tobacco he had seen 

me fumble with earlier while driving. 
“I’ll roll it for you,” he said and did with his left hand. 
The packet tucked up in the folds of his blue flannelette 

balancing above his artificial ‘hook’ arm, as he moulded the tobacco 
with his fingers before placing it on the paper sitting on the packet, 
finishing it off with the lip and roll before handing it back to me.

I took the turn onto the motorway and accelerated steadily up 
to 110k’s. Crossing into the high of the drive, naturally, like a flying 
fox drifting through the rising bush. The Hawkesbury lapping the foot 
of the mountains we sped straight through, as sandstone cut bluffs 
acted like cocoons for us. The vehicle and self became one controlled 
unit, but still there was no music inside my head. I attempted to shed 
my memories of the weeks of emotional turmoil leading up to this, the 
thought of where my relationship was heading. Away was the word I 
was wishing to forget. So I let the wind take it.

Charlie began talking about past tours. His voice swept across 
Australia with stories from the Red Interior flowing to the Top 
End. And Pete even joined in, waving his arms from the back seat 
occasionally. 

“When we went through Arnhem Land,” Pete said, “We were the 
first white rock act to arrive there.”

“Mandawuy Yunipingu was doing JJ Cale covers as our 
support,” Charlie went on. “They hadn’t seen the didj used in 
contemporary music before that.”

“Well I like how Yothu Yindi got into it afterwards and he seems 
like a real rocker too,” I jumped in. 

Then I felt the need to support my statement, as they were both 
staring at me.

“Yeah, when I was up for the Garma Festival,” I continued, “I 
was introduced to him backstage. Mandawuy had done a speech that 
morning about Solid Ground. It was the theme of the festival, you see. 
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He didn’t say much after we shook hands. He was really loose and just 
kept smiling and stepping backwards… And Yeah, it was a dry festival.”

Charlie let go a cool smile upon hearing this.
“Treaty was a great song,” I added, “Important too.”
Pete stretched out on the back seat. Rock and roll, man. As he 

dozed off Charlie and I related further and found people we both knew 
in the Top End. Thinking of the linguist Murray Garde as a modern-day 
Donald Thomson. Charlie had a great article on the didj of Murray’s 
waiting for me.

Then Charlie was suddenly ready to tell his ‘lost tribe’ story. It 
sprung from his time drilling bores for outstations at the edge of the 
Gibson Desert where he came into ‘first contact’ with a small group of 
Aboriginals, in 1984. And as I gripped the wheel, all I could do was let 
him go on, wishing I was recording it, as he had only mentioned in our 
talks before. The exhilaration of not being able to stop him, while I had 
to focus on the road, sweeping me away.

Pete woke up to hear the history lesson but I think he worked 
out that the point of him actually waking up was that we should stop 
soon. And I’d been busting for a piss through Charlie’s entire tale so 
when we came upon a bushy rest area I bolted in. 

Over corned beef and fresh salad rolls, with a bit of space between 
us, Pete perked up and we drifted into a mellow drug conversation.

“Yeah, I’m a smoker,” Pete said. 
Well nothing more needed be said to that. When we hit the road 

again Charlie picked up his story without hesitation.
“Windows up please,” came Pete’s voice and off he rolled. 
“I would offer,” he said, “but not for the driver.”
“I coulda got you some Bush in Bellingen,” I said, “if we were 

hanging round a bit.”
“Hey Charlie, some more time yes, that would be good, maybe I 

might even get lucky,” Pete joked.
But Charlie had built into an energetic monologue with his 

‘lost tribe’ story. He’d built himself up, casually, of course, his mind 
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unfurling out to the desert scape over the West Australian border, 
driving over endless sand hills far into the night, having to stop by 
himself for lack of fuel, while the search party went on, then with a 
good vantage point seeing the two fires, one of the Aboriginal search 
party and another of the small Pintubi family group who were the ‘lost 
tribe’, laid out far into the dark emptiness. 

Then with almost no time to catch a breath afterwards he 
asked Pete to pass him a book from the backseat, as he launched into 
reading some quite different Dreamtime stories to us. 

The seven sisters are a well-known constellation at a place 
in the desert Charlie knows well. We find out to a certain tribe their 
formation has something to do with a boy, chasing his grandmother’s 
vulva up a tree and the trouble he got into. Then there’s the one where 
a man gets stuck inside a woman’s vagina. He got what he wanted but 
couldn’t get out. People had to come and piss on their genitals to free 
them. 

I crack up and also think about the sanitary nature of piss. The 
practicalities. Jesus! These stories were too sweet to have read to me 
while driving. 

When Charlie finished, after a while, I came in.
“How much of Aboriginal culture do you think has been 

sanitised for white eyes?”
“Heaps,” was Charlie’s reply.
He streamed off examples until the film Jedda came up as if to 

conceptualise his original experience with Aboriginal people 
Then Pete jumped in.
“But I didn’t see a movie and then go off to be a Blackfella.”
I knew it wasn’t as simple as that, though. That movie was 

Charlie’s childhood inspiration for the didj, and he was so young, 
around four when he saw it. I had been studying Charlie’s life, and 
knew he was the nature boy alright. But there was a lot I didn’t know 
about their personal history, expect that Gondwananland was the 
forerunner of contemporary didj playing and even the term ‘World 
Music’ with Pete’s synth soundscapes, in the 1980’s. 
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We all let the silence reign before Pete started joking again, then 
trailing off, pronouncing his surreal wonderment of being away from his 
kids (at his bush home in Vic) who tormented him by tearing through 
the house on their little bikes extra early every morning. 

As orange-rind highlights caught themselves above the western 
horizon we cruised into dim coastal forest and I sensed Pete thinking 
about the time, about me.

“Oh yes, I guessed sunset arrival, but it’s that time now and look 
we’re only 30ks from Kempsey. We’ll get there around dark like you 
said,” he announced. 

Sliding along past streetlights and silent houses, Kempsey lay 
close. Charlie piped in with the itinerary info and Pete’s voice followed 
it in a soft mantra. 

“One of the budget chain. The Kempsey Motel. One of the 
budget chain…”

As we past motel after quiet motel…
“The Kempsey Motel. The Kempsey Motel. One of the….”
I kept driving by them. Not slowing down. Had we gone too 

far I wondered, just as I saw the Kempsey Motel and skimmed off the 
highway without saying anything.

Pete pointed out that we should have parked in bay Twenty, not 
Twenty-one, which was where I stopped. We were the only guests here 
it seemed. I agreed with him, though did not move the car. 

After unpacking we skipped down-town to find some dinner. 
Pete and I found ourselves standing on the street, smoking, 

waiting for our takeaway Chinese. Charlie remained inside the 
restaurant, animated through the glass, telling stories to the locals.

For the first time since we’d met we now had the proper chance 
to proceed with small talk.

“It’s the end of the world,” he said.
“But not tonight,” I said.
“I’m a private man now,” he said.
Then as if giving himself permission because of his statement, 

he continued to speak.    
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“I thought being famous would make me happy. It didn’t.”        
We were looking away from each other to the pub across the 

street, at a couple of country girls, standing outside a pub. 
I dragged on my rollie, tired, forgetful and too light-headed to 

care about anything except for my Peking Duck. Yet I was intrigued, 
somehow always intrigued as I may be. 

“Well, the best time I had was free living near Nimbin. Oh, it was 
73-74.”

His tall silhouette stretched across the empty street as he spoke.
“It lasted only a few months, but that doesn’t matter. We had a 

house full of people. There were mushrooms in the fields, music, life, 
beauty and in all our fun, there was only one couple. And they didn’t 
last long.”

Back at the Hotel we could hardly get our dinners down. It was 
that bad. 

It was the first time I had seen Charlie take his hook arm off, a 
simple process like some outback station worker ending the day, as he 
un-strapped the piece just above the elbow, where it was slung over 
his shoulder. Then laying the piece down to rest. It was covered with 
goanna skin. Now no longer a part of him. 

Then he took his hat off. Maybe that was why he could always 
look like he was sitting as well as standing. Because he was always 
wearing his black Akubra.

As we lay in our beds Pete asked, “Do you have an epitaph 
Charlie?”

“Throw me in a hollow log and forget about me,” Charlie barked.
That’s good, I thought, and it felt like something my dad might say.
Pete of course had been thinking hard, about his own that is, 

and it was quite accurate: 
“Dead.”
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Find out before it’s toooooo laaaaate

ISYOURHOUSEHAUNTED.COM
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FFS
By Paul Shields 

The security keypad flicks Enter Your Pin to Thank You Smiley Face. 
Fluorescent lighting shunts, a deep breath from the air-con. Joan, first 
one in.
As youzghe. 

Her slacks creasing past Trina and Raj’s desks, mistletoe key clump 
twinkling. Last weeks’ glue and glitter nickname posters still up. 
They’d come up with the names by clumping into threes: Favourite 
colour; Favourite animal; Favourite famous American landmark. FYI 
she was Blue Dog Hollywood Sign, okay, no Gold Cat Statue of 
Liberty, but no Brown Cow Old Faithful either, so whatevs.

Mick eye rolling.

FFS Orange Dolphin Alcatraz, get on board and maybe you wouldn’t 
be bitching about your barely Bronze Bonus.

She bumps his chair in, ignoring the dirty faux-Tupperware, OHS 
dude, FFS, and into the kitchen.

Dirty cup sink.

Email?

Dishwasher. Full. Dirty. 

FFS. Seriously.

Amber’s World’s Greatest Mum mug gunked out on top of the 
microwave.
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EMAIL: To All Staff. RE: The Kitchen: Everyone’s Responsibility. 
Attached: This Month’s Cleaning Roster. Smiley Face.

Tablet in. Hipped shut. ON.

The coffee pod machine already on.

Left on. FFS.

At least it wasn’t the sandwich press. Again.

Doppio. Enter.

The machine, her idea. Well, they had all won the Halloween thingy 
and maybe like Mick said, maybe they could have spent it on just 
something just for them like I dunno pizza? But FFS, can you really 
say so American in the NPS Huddle and then bitch about the prize?

Coffee squirt. 

Fine. 

Snatched dirty faux-Tupperware. Dish washer steam. Resume.

Was that it? FFS. Really? Sip. Strong. Who drank doppios? Team 
Leader Carl of Carl’s Cool Cats did.

Nah too strong. 

Into the sink.

EXCEL. Coffees on Machine. Doppio = 0. Next one: Macchiato. 
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Latte. Single Shot. Large. Enter.

Wait, hadn’t the manual said something about just being able to enter 
your name in? Yes. Yes it had. Raj researched it. Yes, that was one 
of the reasons why this one had won the team vote. That and it was 
German. I mean it said, Made in China, like everything these days.

Not unless it says Made in India

Yeah, good one Raj. Total LOLs in the Team Break Out. Then that 
Made in India meme with the guy on a bed of nails. Classic. 

Trina turns up waving the Cup Day sweep poster from the Herald.

EMAIL. To: Joan’s Jesters RE: Onya Trina! 

The sweep tickets are already cut out and in a bucket recycled from 
Easter on her desk. The paper rabbit ears and the silvery eggs pulled 
off, but the black Sharpie bunny wouldn’t budge and FFS someone 
had moved the metho from the cleaning supplies to god knows 
where.

EMAIL. To All Staff. RE: Cleaning Cupboard, a communal resource. 
Smiley face.

Why is she Blu-Tacking the sweep poster over the KPI board? FFS. 
Laser eyes. 

Now come on Joan. 

Thumb nailed palm. She’ll move it. Later.

MESSAGE. Running late. Again. Running man emoji. Running man 
emoji. Clock emoji. Several weeping laughing face emoji. Raj.
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EXCEL. Late tracker. First, delete, second time this month.

The others dribbled in, drawing a ticket from the bucket. There were 
more horses in the cup than people in her team. Wait, Carl had said 
does that mean that there is only going to be a sweep for people 
working on the day? And then Kylie from The Wolfpack said well that 
doesn’t seem fair and maybe we should run sweeps for each team. 
Then they had put it to a vote and yes they would do a sweep for 
every team but then Ty the centre manager walked in late and said no 
so it went back to being a sweep just for those working on the public 
holiday plus Team Leaders and him to make up numbers.

But what if there is a scratching?

FFS Carl STFU.

8.42am. 

Door buzzer. Mick has left his pass at home.

EXCEL. Pass tracker. First time.  

A train goes by, half full, suits, hats. A fake tan in a black dress 
swigging from a bottle.

MESSAGE. Amber, crook, something, something, gastro. Vietnamese 
takeaway. Lol. Soz. Can’t make it in. Green sick emoji about twenty 
freaking times.

Her phone rings out.

FFS. 
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OUTLOOK CALENDER.  Friday. Meeting. Return to Work. Invitees: 
Amber. 

EXCEL. Sick Days. Amber. Four, delete, five.

FACEBOOK. Nothing newer than September. Probs blocked. Who 
else was friends with her?

REPLY: Hope you feel better. Plenty of water. Just bring the doc cert 
in when you’re in next in. Heart. XO.

Raj has got Krispy Kreme’s for everyone. 

Nice. Wait. FFS. Had no-one paid attention during her Healthier 
Options PowerPoint during Break Out?

Chair twirl. 

Two minutes people! 

Mick’s in the Kitchen getting himself a coffee, chewing. 

Sing-song: Oh Mi-ick!

He pulls a face, pointing at the coffee machine. Thumbs up.  

FFS. Get on the phone.

Click. Click. Wait screen numbers dropping like rotten mangoes as 
the team comes on line. Mick comes on line, another mango falls. 
Poor soul. 

Now come on Joan.
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That’s everyone.

MESSENGER: BRB, I’ve got a surprise waiting in the car. LOL.

Beep Beep. Trunk Pop. She picks up the cardboard box, inside, laid 
out like shed cicada skin are the coloured paper and doily fascinators 
she made in front of Masterchef last night. Glitter and pens for 
decorating, a fat Toblerone for the best one.

FFS.

Keyed. A wandering stick dragged along the beach. Stuttering as it 
catches.

Phone picture. Phone picture. Phone picture. 

Filter options pop up: Sepia. Matt. 1952 Holga. Light Leak. 

She looks around on the ground. For what? Footprints? Dropped 
keys?

MESSAGE: Can’t get to docs. All closed. C U Friday. Smiley Face. 
Amber.

Nice try dickhead.

Rental car walk around.

Another lighter scratch. A first draft, just beneath the bumper sticker.

Like My Driving? Ask Me About A Super Low Loan Rate. Thumbs Up.

Phone picture. Phone picture. Phone picture. 
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Sepia. Matt. 1952 Holga. Light Leak. 

Okay. Composure. Who should she call? Not the cops, obvs. Who 
then? Insurance? No the lease people.

CALENDER: Call Lease Direct re: Scratch.

She did park on the street last night, twice. Coles, then Dan Murphy’s. 
No, she would have noticed, right? What about this morning? 

Swipe in, up the steps. Fitbit beep.

Maccas for drive through coffee, banana bread.

Two escalated calls waiting. Wait times are blowing out, flying foxes 
replacing the dropped mangoes. The air-con goose bumps her skin. 
Pulling her safety cardigan off the back of her chair, buttoning it up. 

A barefoot, arcing run through the pandanus , her calves wet from the 
creek, a wide veranda, sweet, cold cordial, a ceiling fan turning the 
humidity over like pizza dough. 

Nobody else seems cold. Southerners.

First call: No there are no banks open on a public holiday. Yes I will 
take your feedback. Yes I do realise its 2016 not 1982. Where are you 
located? Okay, let me email the Eltham Bank Manager and let them 
know that you will be in first thing tomorrow morning. Thank you. 

Sweetness. Efficiency. Light. 

FFS, that scratch.

The second one hangs up. 
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Feedback, on a scale of one to ten how likely are you to recommend 
us? : 0. Wait times. No manager on to talk to me.

FFS.

The morning rolls on, she ring girls around with a small whiteboard 
above her head:
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Plans for the day?

Any hot tips for the big race?

Apologise! For the Wait Times / Remind customers that we are based 
in Melbourne 

Which one of you fuckers scratched my car?

#publicholday

#theracethatstopsthenation

Trina gets called a cunt because a home loan requires two signatures 
to withdraw. She disappears into the bathroom. Crying. Toughen up 
princess.

Now come on Joan.

Fascinators, pens, and glitter on every desk.

EMAIL. To Team: Best fascinator wins a prize!

Trina’s back. Tissues. Chocolate. 

EMAIL. To Team. RE: Henry the NPS tracking caterpillar update.

Raj has coloured his fascinator lime green, and yellow, the sides 
pulled down by his head set. 

GREAT WORK!

Lunch at her desk, listening to calls.
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Facebook: A girl she went to school with is having another kid. 

#joycomesinthrees

#fingerscrosseditsagirl

Like. Unlike. Like. Unfollow. Follow. Urgh.

EMAIL: To Ty RE: security footage.

Write. Delete. Write. FFS. Write. 

Her mother’s voice: Watch the Tone Joan

EMAIL: To Joan’s Jesters. RE: Did anyone see anything?

No. Sweetness. Efficiency. Light. Thumb nailed palm. Don’t bring the 
mood down. Delete. She’ll deal later. Wait times improve. Mick mutes 
his customer, and says that horse on the sweep poster got put down 
last week. 

FFS.

She switches on the big screen TV. Too Loud. Mute. FFS. Mute!

There’s a hold up, zoom, white eyes, one of the horses won’t join the 
rest in the barrier.

That has to be Mick’s horse

Oh, Raj! LOL! 

Ty’s horse wins. Super awks. But Trina gets the Fascinator prize. 
She’s gone a bit overboard with the glitter, but hey, she hadn’t won 
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anything in a while, and she did get called a cunt, so.

FFS, she forgot to get pictures. 

The public holiday means no NPS huddle, but she makes sure to 
high five everyone on the way out. Toilets check. Dishwasher check. 
Coffee pod machine, check. Sandwich press, FFS, OFF, check.

The non-recycling is chockas with paper.

FFS.

Digging in, lumping it over. Underneath a leaking takeaway coffee 
cup, the fascinators scrunched up. Her fingertips touch them, dirty, 
like a fingernail after it’s been cut from the body. The glitter from 
Trina’s coming off, staining. She holds them in her hand. Shoulder 
slump. Outside a train sounds. She turns. It’s stopped. Packed to 
the gills. Skin. Suits. Colour. A guy in a black suit throwing up into his 
hat. Jammed in, against the door glass, a woman in a nurse’s outfit, 
shoulders slumped. The train shunts forward, hat vomit guy loses his 
balance pushing people over into her. She pushes back against them, 
regaining her feet. 

Computer. Shut Down. Her incomplete email to Ty pops up. FFS. 
Tomorrow. Alarm Set Smiley Face. Steps. Fitbit beep. 

Later, in front of Masterchef, cold pizza between her teeth, she pulls 
the fascinators out, warm ironing each between pieces of muslin 
cloth, taking out the creases.
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Ducks with Figs and Demi-glaze
Jim Hearn

Victor flash-fried the quartered figs in a pan and poured the sauce 
over them before turning off the heat. The duck breasts had been 
resting for ten minutes. He sliced each breast into six pieces and 
placed them on a white oval platter. He spooned the figs and sauce 
over the duck and set the platter on the table. He pulled three warm 
batards from the oven and placed them onto bread plates. 

Lauren and Ottesha sat at the table like freshly washed private school 
girls; their backs straight, their hands resting on the lap, their hair 
washed and brushed. 

‘Lauren darling, would you pour the wine please.’
‘Of course,’ Lauren said, reaching for the bottle and pouring 

half its contents into the three Riedel wine glasses, the sight which 
added to Victor’s already overwhelming sense of joy. 

With a serving fork and spoon, Victor ladled a modest portion 
of duck, fig and sauce onto each plate, leaving more than half of what 
he’d cooked on the platter. He lay the serving implements on the 
table and sat down to join the party. 

‘Well,’ he said, grinning. ‘I can’t imagine a nicer way to spend a 
winter’s evening. A toast to excellent company, the finer things of life, 
and to pleasure in all its guises.’

‘Here, here,’ Lauren said raising her glass, as if she’d heard 
a thousand such toasts and knew the required response required 
nothing more than the good manners of a winning smile for the host. 

‘To pleasure,’ said Ottesha. 
The wine was as good as Victor remembered. He ripped a 

bread stick in half and dipped the torn end into the sauce. 
‘Oh, god,’ he said, ‘the butcher was absolutely right. These fat 

ducks have more flavour than a goose. Incredible.’
Lauren forked a thin slice of duck into her mouth and closed 
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her eyes as she chewed, making an effort to express her pleasure 
and say all the right things. 

‘Fucking amazing. You really are a great chef Victor.’
‘You sound surprised, Lauren,’ Victor said.
‘Not surprised, but plenty of people talk up their ability at the 

stove and then you try their food and it’s like they’ve never eaten out.’
‘The figs are so good,’ Ottesha said.
Victor stared at Ottesha as she chewed. There was something 

beyond wonderful about watching a beautiful woman experience 
pleasure. The confusing jumble of emotions Ottesha displayed, which 
exhibited both sophistication and the shock of the new, invigorated 
him.  

‘I bought them from the farmer’s market,’ Victor said. ‘They 
were grown by an old Italian couple.’ 

‘Delicious,’ Ottesha said, swirling her bread stick in the sauce 
before biting off a chunk. 

‘You know, Victor,’ Lauren said, setting her knife and fork on 
her plate, ‘when you asked me to come down, I actually wondered if 
you knew who you were texting.’

‘What do you mean,’ he said, offended. ‘Of course I knew 
who I was texting. We had a connection… I wanted to explore that 
connection further.’

‘Yes, but really,’ she said, wiping her mouth with a linen napkin. 
‘We haven’t seen each other for six months and I was surprised that 
you hadn’t moved on. It’s not like we spent that much time together. I 
really thought you meant to message someone else.’

‘You might think I do this sort of thing every weekend, Lauren,’ 
Victor said, chewing noisily on a particularly wonderful piece of duck, 
‘but there are very few people I would invite into my home like I have 
invited you. That you brought Ottesha, and that we’ve formed a 
meaningful bond, is frankly, fucking miraculous, but I very much knew 
who I was messaging.’

Ottesha smiled and sipped her wine. 
‘I think you’re a wonderful host Victor,’ Ottesha said, which 
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pleased Victor to the point of blushing. 
‘You’re embarrassed,’ Lauren said dryly. 
‘I’m flushed from the wine,’ he said, forking duck breast onto 

his bread and chewing. 
‘You two are like an old married couple,’ Ottesha said. ‘I can 

see you fighting over the smallest details and bickering about things 
that hardly matter.’

‘Well,’ Victor said, looking from Ottesha to Lauren. ‘That may 
be true Ottesha, but the wonderful thing about our arrangement is 
that we aren’t married and we’re all individuals with free will and 
independent means. While I am your host, I aim to please. But 
bickering and fighting over the details of our many pleasures is not 
something I’m keen to encourage. Let’s just enjoy the shit out of 
everything shall we and save the bickering for our weeks apart.’

‘Hear, hear,’ Lauren said before excusing herself. ‘Back in a 
jiffy.’

‘Well I haven’t finished,’ Ottesha said, forking more duck and 
fig into her mouth. 

‘Oh, I hope not,’ Victor said, doing the same. 
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Blurst Words 
What’s WOB got to do with it? Or some rules 
for starting a lit.zine.
Paul Shields

Chapter One: What’s WOB got to do with it?
I had the idea for starting a lit.zine last year when I was 

studying an Honours in Creative writing. But the seed came from 
an interview I did a long time ago, when I was working as a music 
journo, with Quan Yeomans the lead singer of Regurgitator. Quan 
had just released an album called ‘Amateur’ — a side project which 
celebrated a DIY aesthetic, running contra to the idea that we should 
always be seeking to monetise our talents. The idea appealed, 
sticking with me.

Ambitious was the word my Honours supervisor used when I 
told him about my plans – he was right and TBH if I hadn’t missed out 
on a PhD scholarship by a single mark the lit.zine idea would have 
gone into the dusty drawer of shit I have not followed through with.

But I did miss out and I was pissed off. Pissed off for months. 
But then I got to a stage that I realised for my own mental health I 
needed to do something productive. Hence WOB. WOB stands for 
West of Byron – the simplest way of describing where Kyogle (where 
I live) is to anyone.  It also stands for a metaphorical West we engage 
with in Australia. A feeling that if we turn our gaze inland we are 
instantly engaged with the exotic Other. That non-metropolis writing 
is about hard knocks, droughts, flooding rains, and  bitter rednecks 
(or worse magic realism) is the sort of bullshit I wanted to call out. I 
have no idea if I succeeded or not, but I am happy with WOBone, and 
WOBtwo is building.
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Chapter Two: Or some rules for starting a lit.zine.
Marry a graphic designer.  Also marry a VCA grad who did a 

subject on book binding. Move to a town where there is at least one 
Vogel Award finalist who’s nice enough to contribute. And proof read. 
Make sure he’s got an older brother who is also an excellent writer. 
Find a spot on the farm with mobile reception, move the horse float 
head office there to send your emails.  Realise early on that emails 
are a chickenshit way to ask people for material and use this to your 
advantage. Or to paraphrase Dylan: 

When you got email you got nothing to lose, you’re invisible 
with no secrets to conceal. 

Ask other people who are making zines to contribute to 
yours. Make sure said wife is also handy at the website stuff. Enjoy 
the freedom that writing for your own publication gives you and try 
something weird and different. Be thankful that when you fuck up 
the type setting on your first print run the Vogel Award finalist really 
is a nice bloke. Come up with a pretentious new term for what you 
are doing. Like lit.zine. Understand that people confuse zines with 
blogs, and try not to get too uppity. Officeworks will stuff up your 
printing order x3. Douglas Adam’s wrote that he loved deadlines, 
especially the noise that they make when they go flying past. Lit.zine 
deadlines are more like Dark Matter. They exists and help shape our 
universe but their powers shouldn’t be enough to have an effect on 
your everyday decision making. Have silly dreams. Like holding onto 
a couple of copies thinking that they are going to be worth a motza in 
years to come. Ask people who work in bookstores to contribute. Ask 
those people who work in bookstores to carry your lit.zine. You might 
think it’s funny to offer Passion Pop as a currency of payment. Not 
everyone is going to think that offering Passion Pop as a currency of 
payment is funny. Give away copies of the lit.zine for free.

Lose money. It won’t be much.
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Crossweird



Across

5. A Cure for the Pain
7. Rabbit felt hat
8. Electronic book
11. Persian king
14. Catcher in the Rye’s 
protagonist
16. Needs braces
17. Archie Roach’s muse
19. Australian grape
21. Wrote the Milkman
22. Squarest fruit
24. NZ thong
25. Deepest spot
26. One way to set out a room
28. Most evolved capital
31. Tarantino’s finest
33. Churchill’s disaster
34. Would sell his own mother 

Down

1. Home of the Rabbitohs
2. A statement from the heart
3. He was happy in the haze of a 
drunken hour
4. Iron maiden
5. Richest man in history
6. Did not kill himself
9. Future dog meat?
10. Thunderstruck
11. Worst beer?
12. Kubrickian hoax?
13. Next in line for the Nobel Prize 
in Literature? Gerald...
15. History’s most gullible husband
16. Good as Hell
18. Don’t sleep
20. Biggest hole
23. Star of the Tracker
27. Flightless bird
29. Opposite of a leg break
30. Indigenous game
32. Listening right now
35. American puppeteer

Across: 5. Morphine 7. Akubra 8. Kindle 11. Xerses 14. Holden Caufield 16. Lisa 17. 
Ruby Hunter 19. Shiraz 21. Anna Burns 22. Plum 24. Jandal 25. Mariana Trench 26. 
Feng shui 28. Darwin 31. Pulp Fiction 33. Gallipoli 34. Scomo 
Down: 1. Redfern 2. Uluru 3. Morrissey
4. Maggie 5. Mansamusa 6. Jeffrey Epstein 9. Winx 10. ACDC 11. XXXX 12. 
Moonlanding 13. Murnane 15. Joseph 16. Lizzo 18. Rust 20. Ipswich 23. David 
Gulpilil 27. Kiwi 29. Googly 30. Mangrook 32. Google 35. Oz
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“If you own a rug you own too much.”

Jack Kerouac


